Tub Thumping
Wider wheel housings for a '55 Chevy

Despite their size, many '50s vehicles have limited space for wider wheels, whether because of low wheel arches, making wide wheel removal difficult, strange chassis design (the '58 Chevy comes to mind here), or just not making use of the available space, with inner wheelhouses placed several inches outside the chassis rails (F-100 truck anyone?). However, we doubt designers 60-odd years ago imagined people would be fitting tires wider than 6 inches or so.

That's definitely not the case today, and if you want to fit wheels up to 13 inches wide on a Tri-Five Chevy, a combination of Classic Performance Products' leaf spring relocation kit and Real Deal Steel's wider wheel tubs will allow just that, offering 2-5/8 inches extra clearance on each side of the car. The Real Deal Steel wheelwell tubs replace the majority of the stock wheelhouses; modification must be made to the inner panel brace structure, the trunk floor, as well as the upper and lower seat frames, as the tubs decrease the amount of space where the two seat halves mount. However, minimal trunk space is sacrificed. We followed along as the guys at CPP installed the new housings on Project '55 Revive prior to relocating the leaf springs.

1. This shot of the stock leaf spring and wheelwell clearly shows how the springs mount outside the chassis rails.

2. The first order of business was to remove the original rearend and springs.
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3. Installing the new wider housings will increase the usable space by moving the inner wall of the wheelhousing flush with the frame.

4. The stock inner wheelhousing will be removed, but the tunnel panel/trunk hinge brace must also be modified to accept the wider housings.

5. The spot-welds on the brace were drilled out at their lowest attachment points, a chisel used to free them. They can also be severed with a cut-off wheel directly above the spot-welds, the shortened brace welded onto the new housing once installed.

6. Using a light China marker, the outer edge of the frame rail was transferred onto the sheetmetal above for a cutting reference point.
7. The line was then taped and a series of 1/8-inch holes drilled to transfer the cut reference line to the inside of the wheelwell.

8. The new wheel housing was mocked in place ...

9. ... and the outer profile, toward the fender lip, was transferred onto the original wheelwell.

10. From there, a "rough" cut line was established, factoring in the added width of the new wheel housing minus the overlap.

11. The cuts were started with a cut-off wheel ...
12. ... then switching to a Sawzall.

13. The same process was repeated on a line marked between the previously drilled holes on the trunk floor.

14. In the rear seat brace area an air saw was used, owing to restricted access.

15. The original inner wheelwell was then removed in one piece.

16. Since the opening was cut undersize, the wider wheel housing was mocked in place to determine further trimming.

17. The seat brace area was relieved to better match the curvature of the new panel...
18. ... then dressed with a small air grinder.

19. Once happy with the fit of the new panel, it was temporarily attached through the overlap using Cleco fasteners.

20. This process was repeated over the length of the new panel.

21. With the surrounding sheetmetal prepped, the housing was tack-welded in place. Its black coating is a weld-through primer.
22. Tack welds at regular intervals would later be seam welded.

23. The lower edge of the new housing was shaped to match the contour of the framerail, then deburred.

24. The trunk hinge brace, shown cut at the old spot-weld points, was recontoured to fit the shape of the new panel before being welded in place.

25. Once the panel was finish welded all round and the Cleco holes welded shut, Eastwood seam sealer was applied over the joints. The masking tape makes for neat edges to the sealer once it is brushed on.

26. With all seams sealed and the surrounding sheetmetal prepped, the inside of the trunk was ready for paint.

27. Eastwood Rust Encapsulator was used; the regular product used inside, and the rubberized version used on the underside, as it acts as an undercoating.

28. The Rust Encapsulator was applied to the wheelwells, floor, and inner quarter-panels.

29. Hushmat was then installed on all trunk surfaces, as well as the underside of the trunk lid itself.

30. Lastly, the seat base and back frame structures need slight modification in order to fit the contours of the widened wheelwells.

31. The seat mods can be done, if care is taken, without having to completely remove the upholstery and padding.
'55-57 Chevy spare tirewell filler panel

There are a few reasons why you might want to remove the spare tirewell from the trunk floor of your vehicle—clearance for a fuel tank or exhaust, improved access to a rearend, the fact you don’t carry a spare or it’s too wide for the well, or even so a polished or detailed IRS can be seen—but the number one reason has to be because it has rusted out.

Whatever your reason, its removal is a simple job, requiring little more than a spot-weld removal drill, a wire brush, and a MIG welder, plus some way to trim a sheet of steel to shape, whether it be a brake or tinsnips. A simple Saturday morning task, follow along as the spare tirewell on CPP’s project ’55 Revive is eliminated. One word of caution though, if you tackle such a job, be aware of where the fuel tank filler and especially the breather are located, as well as the tank itself. Welding on the trunk floor may require the removal of the tank first.

While this spare tirewell is in good shape, this is a common water trap, and therefore is rust prone. It’s not unusual to see the entire bottom of the well missing. The perimeter was cleaned with a wire brush to reveal the welds.

This bracket locates the spare tire-retaining strap. Its spot welds were drilled out along with those around the perimeter of the well.
Once all the spot welds were drilled out, the wheelwell was removed.

This simple, 18-gauge filler panel was cut to size and bent to shape at its forward edge, then checked for fit one final time.

The flange where the new panel will be welded was thoroughly cleaned prior to its installation.

Rather than drill and plug weld the filler panel, as it sits in a stepped flange, it was simply tack-welded around the edge.
The panel tack-welded in place. It was further welded in short sections between the tacks.
The edge was also welded on the underside in sections.
Prior to finishing, the welds were dressed with an air grinder.
Eastwood high solid seam sealer was used to seal the perimeter. Note the short sections of weld rather than just tacks. The sealer will prevent moisture and rust in the joint.

The underside was also sealed. Masking tape is used so that once the sealer is smoothed, rather than left as a bead, it will have a neat uniform edge.

The finished filler panel, with a neatly sealed joint, ready for final finishing.